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By Lucian Wilde

Stonelight Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 244 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Dark
Side of Genius is Lucians Dark Collection from his Poetry Tour, Devils Love Letters, Blood Magic Stir,
combined with a new series of poems called the Dark Side of Genius. His dark master piece includes
two short stories, The Ling Low and End of Illusion. Lucian has been considered to be the new Edgar
Alan Poe of 21st century with a poetic style of King David, Alfred Hitchcock, Oscar Wilde, Sylvia
Plath, Jack Kerouac, and Wendell Berry. There s a story told of Lucian in the novel Secret of the
Blood(SECRETOFTHEBLOOD. COM) Lucian is a prime suspect for 6 mysterious deaths that detective
Van Bibber calls the Death of Twilight. If youve never heard of Lucian, heres what others have said
about him from his previous writings . . . Something wicked sweet this way comes! Out of the dark
ages we received Poe. Now we have Lucian Wilde! This book is a must have for any and all lovers of
the dark poetry and romantic mystery. Youll never want to put it down. I cant wait for The Novel
Secret of the Blood --Chandra Kolobus Lynch...
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Da yton Str a cke I-- Da yton Str a cke I

It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh-- Destiny Wa lsh
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